I. Call to Order
   a. Roll Call
      i. Absent: Regina Bryant, Jamie Chang, Erin Mason, Alex Ballard, Mitchell Rosenberg, Corey Snyder
   b. Approval of Minutes
      i. Motion: Summer Khatib
      ii. 2nd: Lindsey Ellis
      iii. Unanimous
   c. Approval of Agenda
      i. Motion: Saba Amid
      ii. 2nd: Jackie Palacios
      iii. Unanimous
   d. Address Guests

II. Old Business

III. Committee Reports
   a. University and Academic Affairs Committee
      Chairperson Amid: Is going to the Wilkinson’s department chairs on Friday to get her student leadership council approved. She’s also meeting up with student who wants to start a peer advising committee in the School of Communication along with trying to meet with someone in Academic Advising.
      Next Steps:
      - Meeting with Wilkinson Chairs to get council approved
      - Email Academic Advising again
      - Find a new initiative for University and Academic Affairs
      Senator Mai: Is meeting with Crean’s events coordinator and is trying to find more feasible initiatives to tackle.
      Next Steps:
      - Understand what Chapman requires for surveys
      - Put in a work request for warm water in Crean
      - Email someone in facilities to talk about another water filling station in Crean
      Senator Tan: Presented her funding request for STI and UTI Prevention week. She is still doing research about the textbook exchange initiative and is working with Senator Mai on study spaces.
      Next Steps:
      - Buy everything for STI and UTI Prevention Week with Corey
      - Email Dean Lyon about lockers
      - Do research on existing textbook exchange initiative
      Senator Derek: Is preparing for the Chapman Grand Advisory Committee and is talking to Max about a media campaign for the application.
      Next Steps:
      - Email hall council for distributing
      - Finish PR stuff with max
   b. Diversity Affairs Committee
c. Community Outreach Committee
d. Allocations Committee

**Chairman Ballard:** Still waiting for a quote for a second unique Laptops to Go kiosk, but now looking into possibly putting it in the Leatherby Libraries. Spoke to SOC Associate Dean Andrea Weber to discuss SOC’s program advising structure, followed by a conversation with AAC Director Roberto Coronel. Discussing plans for Grad Fair and inclusion of grad schools with Brian Lacey and will be attending a Grad Fair Planning Kickoff on November 7th. Beginning a large-scale advocacy examining food insecurity on campus (with several sub-initiatives/goals) along with Senators Mason and Patel. Beginning outreach regarding the Commuter Student Advisory Committees that is now accepting applications and meeting soon.

**Speaker Brooks:** Will be meeting with Chapman IS&T on November 1st, as well as RLFYE at some point, to discuss the possibility of allowing ID cards to be integrated into Apple Wallet. Speaker Brooks met with Gabriela Castaneda to discuss funding for the Accounting Society. She will now gather information and present it to the ASBE Dean to see what assistance they can provide. He has presented about SGA during various RLFYE meeting.

**Senator Mason:** No updates.

**Senator Katz:** Waiting to hear back from Dave Sundby regarding a meeting time to discuss the funding for the water refilling stations in Pralle-Sodaro Hall.

**Senator Patel:** Senator Patel is now working on creating a survey regarding the Randall Dining Commons hours for distribution. She met with members of leisure organizations last week to establish contact and answer questions that they had. As a new initiative, she is seeking out ways to install additional outlets on the Starbucks patio.

e. Executive Council
f. Outside Committees

IV. New Business

a. Funding Request: Chapman University Art Club
   i. Requested: $1250.00 per person, total requested $10,000. (8 people)
      1. Max is $750.00 per person ($750.00 x 8 persons = $6000.00)
   ii. Wil Harris: I think that because both Corey and Alex are absent we should hold off on the discussion of this due to our uncertainty.
   iii. Saba Amid: Do you think you would profit more than $6000.00 from art sales?
      1. Representative: No, we would not.
      2. Saba Amid: According to our operating documents, if the art club will not be making more than the actual cost of the event in profit, the question of profit should not be relevant.
   iv. Representative: This event is more about the experience, but if the participant wants to sell their work they can sell it.
   v. Saba Amid: If we want to fund, I think we should fund the booth cost. So, if we do fund the app, booth, shipping, set up, and insurance it will be $5,730.00
   vi. Lindsey Ellis: I would be comfortable funding up to $6000.00 for food and Uber, since $5700.00 is so close to $6000.00.
      1. Saba Amid: I think we need to be specific on what we are funding.
   vii. Move to fund in partial for $6000.00
1. Motion: Saba Amid
2. 2nd: Ishani Patel

b. Elections Code Discussion
   i. The 5 groups for Student Org senators
      1. Academic
      2. Civic Engagement
      3. Diversity
      4. Greek
      5. Leisure
         a. Pros: This makes everyone’s job clearer.
         b. Cons: Difficult for first year students to be involved in SGA.
         c. Saba Amid: Maybe change the Greek/leisure category, to something more general to all other student organizations. Not an “other” tab, but something similar.
         d. Lindsey Ellis: With the Greek category, I am not sure if a freshman girl would be allowed to hold that sort of position in the Fall.
         e. Carolyn Mai: Would having this setup mean we have to limit fall freshmen senators though?
            i. Arianna Ngnomire: Not necessarily…
         f. Tyler Brooks: I like the idea of appointing senators to certain positions.
            i. Ariana: I agree. The Pros are everyone would be able run, but it does become difficult to appoint people if they aren’t involved in those areas.
         g. Kayla Wiechert: I would advocate for keeping it as is, but either have the category senators or do not have them. The way this is written, there would be a varying number of clubs per persons. For example, the Academic category would have around 70 clubs and the leisure clubs around 30.
         h. Summer Khatib: I think the way this is set up is fine. Let’s say we schedule two meetings a week for different clubs within our organization, we would not be able to hit them all, but it would be a decent amount.
         i. Wil Harris: The more we split voting for senators, and lessen the demographic that can vote, the less turn out we will have when it comes to voting.
            i. Arianna Ngnomire: I think by doing it this way, we can go to specific organizations and inspire people to take greater leadership roles within these organizations.

ii. Normal Candidacy
   1. Saba Amid: I think we should only be able to vote on one ticket.
      a. Tyler Brooks: I agree.
   2. Arianna: I think the argument to not having separate tickets is saying “what if those people don’t people work well together?”, but this is maybe a concern when they have different platforms, BUT that is not applicable. Ultimately, I think all VPs and Presidents will want to help the student body and have that in common. This being said, I do think we need more information on how other university governments are run.
a. Saba Amid: We have this lack of engagement with SGA already, and when people are less educated on the people running, this is going to make them less likely to also vote.

3. Ishani Patel: We talked about voter autonomy in our meeting. If one VP on a ticket is exceptionally good, but the president on the same ticket is not as good as the other candidate, we should have the freedom to select the best candidate… Same ticket or not.

V. Open Forum
   a. Lindsey Ellis: If people are coming to you with questions or comments about Dodge please direct them to me. I would love to answer all questions.

VI. Announcements
   a. Jackie Palacios: I hope to see everyone at Winterfest! Next Wednesday at 5:30PM.
   b. Abby Tan: The Filipino conference will be held next Saturday. I hope to see you all there.

VII. Adjournment: 1:58 PM
   a. Motion: Nicole Katz
   b. 2nd: Jackie Palacios
   c. Unanimous
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